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Abstract. Web services represents a significant advance towards data 
integration, especially in areas where this is a major problem, like 
Bioinformatics. However, besides platform and data interoperability e-scientists 
need to monitor their in silico experiment. Those researchers use to work in a 
team, frequently repeating those experiments, adjusting their parameters in order 
to obtain more sensible results or performance improvements according to the 
problem they are trying to address. In many cases, the record of those 
experiments is achieved in a manual and standalone way, which gives raise to 
flaws or efforts redundancy in the experiment knowledge acquisition process. In 
order to avoid those issues e-scientists need to confront the parameters used with 
their correspondent response. Logging facilities have been used as grounding for 
recording information describing Web servers and other applications activity. 
However, current logging approaches do not treat Web services responses. This 
paper presents a Web services logging architecture based on chains of 
intermediaries that captures comprehensive services usage information. This 
architecture can be applied to improve Bioinformatics experiments by providing 
feedback on services behavior against parameter tuning as well as on quality of 
services. We explore a particular Bioinformatics scenario, using a publicly 
available Web service, based on one of the most widespread program used in 
genomics analysis nowadays. 
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1. Introduction 
Genome data and genome analysis initiatives are growing fast over the last years, giving 
rise to huge amounts of data, available over the Internet [Hernandez and Kambhampati, 
2004]. Such amount of data and the complexity involved to analyze them have originated 
the area of Bioinformatics, where in silico scientific experiments are applied to solve 
Biological problems, encompassing multiple combinations of computational resources and 
mathematical algorithms. In bioinformatics environments, program composition is a 
frequent operation, requiring complex management. A scientist faces many challenges 
when building an experiment: finding the right program to use, the adequate parameters to 
tune, managing input/output data, building and reusing workflows. Typically, these 
workflows are implemented by using script languages due to their simplicity, despite their 
specificity and difficulty of reuse. However, since in bioinformatics environments there is a 
multitude of data sources and applications, available in different kinds of formats and 
platforms, it has become a challenge for e-scientists to integrate and use such resources 
through script languages, especially when changes occur.  

The emergence of Web services technology [W3C, 2004] represents a significant 
contribution to this problem, since it provides technology independence and application 
interoperability by means of its standard architecture, which uses standard protocols and 
data formats. The idea of having a Web service instead of a script for biological programs 
encapsulation and composition is particularly interesting with respect to interoperability. 
Web services technology was specially conceived to provide interoperation between 
applications from different platforms. Programs can be encapsulated in services. 
Workflows are then composed of service calls instead of direct program calls. If a program 
location changes, only the service description is changed and all workflows that use this 
program are immune to such change. Recently, Web services have been pointed out in the 
bioinformatics area as a potential technology to allow biological data to be fully exploited, 
and many bioinformatics resource management projects are moving towards Web services 
technology [Cavalcanti et al., 2005], [Bhowmick, Vedagiri, and Laud, 2003], [Clark, 
2003], [Wroe et al., 2002].  

Recording the execution context of experiments is an important phase of a scientific 
workflow execution. E-scientists often adjust their experiments parameters in order to 
obtain performance improvements or more sensible results, which are more suitable to the 
addressed problem. Therefore, monitoring the Web services utilization can contribute to 
efficiently improve the management of bioinformatics experiments, by logging the 
execution context and results of experiments for further analysis. 

A concrete usage of a Web services log is to help e-scientists to avoid redundant 
efforts when repeating experiments. Usually, Bioinformatics tools have several input 
parameters, which can modify the behavior of their algorithm, and consequently modify the 
service results. This flexibility is needed due to the variety and complexity of genomic 
experiments, which vary according to the organisms studied, the kind of sequences 
involved and the purpose of the genomic experiment. For instance, when comparing 
genomics sequences, we may choose one substitution matrix instead of another. A 
substitution matrix contains values proportional to the probability that amino acid i mutates 
into amino acid j for all pairs of amino acids. It is used to reflect the true probabilities of 
mutations occurring through a period of evolution. In this sense, Blosum matrices are better 
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suited when comparing closely related organisms. Some parameters, like the gap1 
parameter are related to the substitution matrix used, and in the same way, if we are 
comparing sequences among closely related organisms it is convenient to use different gap 
parameters than those used when comparing distant relationships [Reese and Pearson, 
2002]. On a similar way, sometimes it is convenient to ignore, or filter, specific regions of a 
sequence (called non-complex regions). Those regions have an unusual composition and 
this may create problems in sequence similarity searching. They can result in high 
alignment scores which reflect that compositional bias rather than significant position-by-
position alignment [Wootton and Federhen, 1996]. 

There are many other biological aspects involved in genomic experiments, which 
are reflected not only in sequence alignment but also in other Bioinformatics services 
[Wootton and Federhen, 1996]. Those aspects, along with the dynamic nature of genomic 
data and new biological discoveries, make the veracity of experiments restricted to a 
particular period of time, and linked to a given biological knowledge base that reflects the 
truth of that moment. For those reasons, experiments are usually repeated, in order to take 
advantage of new sequences and their related information, which become available on 
genomic databases and literature in a daily bases.  

Another issue regarding service monitoring in bioinformatics environments is that 
e-scientists need efficiency. Some queries consist of hundred of sequences at a time and 
can take several days to run. Therefore, e-scientists should also keep track of electronic 
behavior on the programs they use if they are willing to obtain faster results. Besides, due 
to the confidential nature of such experiments, it may be useful to keep track of securities 
issues, such as recording the scientists that are submitting queries and when. 

In this scenario, the question that we pose is three-folded: (i) for a given Web 
service based Bioinformatics experiment, how can we keep track of the different 
parameters used to invoke a service and the correspondent variation obtained in the 
response, in order to avoid redundant parameters adjustments? (ii) How can we monitor the 
performance of a Bioinformatics application for a given experiment? (iii) Furthermore, 
how can we keep track of services utilization by e-scientist? 

To answer these questions, we propose a logging mechanism based on capturing 
and treating requests and responses messages of Web services. With this goal, we make use 
of an extension of a Web services log architecture, which comes to fulfill the known 
drawbacks of the existing Web server log initiatives. 

There already exist many investigations and proposals on Web server log and 
associated analysis techniques. However, the arising paradigm of Web services [Graham et 
al., 2001] requires richer information in order to fully capture interactions in this new Web 
environment. Since the Web server log derives from pages requests accessed by a user, it is 
not tailored to capture service utilization and composition [Casati and Shan, 2001]. Today, 
in order to monitor the Web utilization, it is necessary to consider both traditional Web 
server log data and data originated from Web services usage in an integrated way. Web 
server log data provide information about user navigation and his interactions with Web 

                                                 
1 Gap is a space introduced into a sequence alignment to compensate for insertions and deletions in one 
sequence relative to another (BLAST, 2005), and its tuning on sequence alignment programs has been 
subject of research by Biologists (Koonin and Galperin, 2003). 
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sites, while Web services log data provide information about the use of Web services, 
supporting information concerning business processing as well as quality of services. 

The goal of this paper is to present an enhancement of a log based architecture, 
named BioWSLogA (Biological Web Services Log Architecture), which relies on logging 
mechanisms to capture Web services usage in a Bioinformatics environment. The 
contribution of BioWSLogA is two-folded: first, it provides an integrated view of 
biological experiments towards e-scientist personalization and auditing, supporting a new 
range of experimental strategies; and second, it supports services quality monitoring, 
addressing administrative issues like performance and availability. BioWSLogA can 
intercept SOAP messages2 and is based on SOAP intermediaries [Mani and Nagarajan 
2001, 2002], which support a flexible log generation and management, without changing 
the code of existing services.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related 
work; Section 3 describes the BioWSLogA architecture; Section 4 discusses log contents 
requirements; Section 5 presents a Bioinformatics Web service utilization scenario, 
including some XML log extracts and analyses; and finally, Section 6 presents concluding 
remarks. 

2. Related Work 
Current Web site data collection methods and analyses rely primarily on Web server logs, 
with data originated by the HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) message exchange. 
Traditionally this source of information has been used to support site maintenance or 
operation, by monitoring Web traffic, checking possible bottlenecks, availability, and 
customer demand and response times. However, at least three problems arise with the use 
of Web server log data: colossal volumes of data, incomplete or redundant data and lack of 
integration with non-Web data [Menascé, 2002]. 

To address these problems, there are tools tailored to deal with this kind of data 
[Kimball and Merz, 2000]. However, those tools are based on statistical analysis and their 
reports are neither flexible nor powerful enough to cover user profiles or user loyalty. Web 
log data can be explored to offer much more than statistics; complemented with further 
data, such as those collected through Web services utilization, they become an important 
source of information for decision making. 

Another problem with Web server logs is the type of data they store. Web logs were 
generated mainly for the purpose of debugging the Web server. As a result, they provide 
poor information and also require considerable pre-processing before they are a useful data 
source for analysis. Moreover, Web servers are stateless, each page requested is served 
independently, but all of the pages viewed in a single visit to the website are logically 
grouped together in a session. Much effort has been expended on devising reliable methods 
for this process of "sessionizing" Web server logs [Spiliopoulou et al., 2003]. 

In order to make web server logs less “information poor”, many log file formats, 
based on XML, have been proposed, such as: LOGML (Log Markup Language), DL Logs 

                                                 
2 SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) is a de facto standard for exchanging XML-based messages 
over computer networks. SOAP forms the foundation layer of the Web services stack, providing a basic 
messaging framework where more abstract layers can build on [W3C, 2004]. 
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(Digital Library Logs) and XLF (XML Log Format), however, none of these initiatives are 
flexible enough to be used with Web services because they are focused solely on replacing 
the Web server logs [Cruz, 2004]. 

Up to now, few works have been conducted on logging and analyzing Web services 
usage information. Akkiraju et al. (2001) proposed a framework blending logging facilities 
to private Web service registries. However, no details are provided about the log structure 
or how to implement it. Irani (2001) proposed the use of intermediaries to collect 
information about authentication, auditing and management of services through the use of 
logs, but he also does not provide any detail on the log structure. Brittenham et al. (2003), 
from WS-I Test Tools Working Group [WS-I, 2004], proposed an architecture that consists 
of a message monitor and an analyzer. This approach has some limitations, such as, a huge 
amount of data, many times larger than traditional HTTP logs. Moreover, in order to obtain 
useful information through such log format, a post-processing phase is necessary to filter 
and parse the logged raw SOAP message. 

In addition, there are at least two ways to implement a Web services logging 
facility. One of them, a known method for debugging, is based on the use of logging 
frameworks. Currently, there are many logging frameworks available, such as Log4J, 
LogKit, JLog [LOG4J, 2005]. Those frameworks have a common issue, it is necessary to 
insert logging statements into the source code of each service in order to call another 
service or component, responsible for logging. However, this solution has a main 
disadvantage when considering a Web service-based environment: we do not have 
ownership over third parties code and we cannot guarantee they are willing to change it on 
someone else behalf. Furthermore, modifying existing applications may be time consuming 
and error prone. 

In order to solver the problems above, we proposed an architecture named 
WSLogA (Web Services Log Architecture), which was used to treat the Web services 
message [Cruz et al., 2003, 2004], we also proposed a data mart generated through its 
original architecture, which can reveal usage patterns, availability and performance of Web 
services. Although WSLogA was suitable to e-business, in this paper we propose some 
enhancements, specially tailored, to deal with BioInformatics experiments.  

3. BioWSLogA 
In order to help e-scientist to keep control of their bioinformatics resources we propose a 
monitoring architecture, named BioWSLogA, which generates personalized logs from 
bioinformatics experiments. Those logs are produced according to a set of rules defined by 
the e- Scientist.  

BioWSLogA is an enhanced version of WSLogA [Cruz et al., 2003, 2004]. 
WSLogA is an architecture to provide Web services monitoring based on SOAP 
intermediaries. A SOAP intermediary is an application, possibly a Web service, located 
between a client and a service provider, responsible for additional functionality and value-
added services, such as, logging, auditing, routing, caching, brokering or authentication. It 
is capable of both receiving and forwarding SOAP messages [Mani, Nagarajan, 2002] and 
it intercepts a message from either a SOAP sender or another SOAP intermediary 
addressed to a listening port. There may be an unspecified number of SOAP intermediaries 
(chain of intermediaries) before a message reaches the final SOAP receiver. Intermediaries’ 
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interception technique varies depending on the network transport protocol and offers a non-
intrusive way to extend the functionality of the client and the service provider. They also 
offer flexibility, since they can be dynamically added and removed.  

Through WSLogA, it is possible to monitor Web services according to three 
perspectives. The first perspective is related to the usage of a given set of Web services by 
the end-users. This view allows services administrators to inspect how a set of Web 
services are being used by customers, i.e., the amount of calls, frequency of use, errors and 
so on. It is a key element that may also support data mining initiatives that can yield 
customer electronic behavior that can be used to tailor the service offerings. The second 
perspective helps to accurately monitor service from the perspective of Web service 
providers. This view may be interesting to investigate the throughput, availability, 
accessibility, integrity, reliability, performance aspects and issues, server bottlenecks, 
demands for network bandwidth, certain quality of services requirements and even some 
security issues. For clients, those estimates provide a basis for quality-aware selection of 
Web services. The last perspective is related to Composite Web services. Through this 
approach it is possible to analyze a composition of a given collection of Web services. For 
instance, this perspective may help e-scientist to monitor the execution of a whole 
bioinformatics workflow.  

However, although WSLogA treats Web services SOAP messages it does not allow 
the use of rules to be applied to those messages. It just captures every message whose are 
further handled on an analytical environment based on data warehouses. The rules can be 
used to address the issues mentioned on section 2. They not only reduces the amount of 
captured messages but also be personalized according to the experiment,  they can set by 
the e-scientist and can be used to tag a message, filter and summarize data, and insert 
additional information, like security data, experiment identification and the scientist 
responsible for it. 

In order to fully monitor a Bioinformatics experiment, BioWSLogA can be used to 
monitor all the three perspectives above mentioned, nevertheless this paper will focus on 
the first one, the end-user’s, in order to tune an in silico experiment. BioWSLogA consists 
of seven main components: a basic Web services provider, a probing authority module, a 
chain of generic SOAP intermediaries, an XML log repository, log configuration 
parameters, a set of XML experiment rules and an interface to configure log parameters. 
Figure 1 illustrates the Web service logging architecture of BioWSLogA. 

 
Fig. 1. BioWSLOGA an architecture for monitoring bioinformatics experiments 
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The basic Web services provider is represented by third parties who provide 
individual Bioinformatics Web services to be used by any in silico experiment, for 
instance, NCBI (2005), Sanger Institute (2005), EMBL-EBI (2005). The probing authority 
module is responsible for providing and managing probes related to Web services being 
monitored under its responsibility. Probes are optional Web services that, from time to 
time, call another service to test their QoS features like those proposed by Many and 
Nagarajan (2002) and by Menascé (2002), including: availability, accessibility, integrity, 
reliability and performance (response time, process time etc). Probes tag their log entries as 
a special experiment in the same way as search programs engines, index sites by visiting 
them with spiders or robots [Menascé and Almeida, 2002]. 

Chains of SOAP intermediaries are used to provide the underpinning to a flexible 
log generation, since they may intercept the SOAP message and must have the ability to 
pass a message transparently through a chain of intermediaries, collecting information of 
different granularity, for instance, they can capture different parts of a SOAP message. 

XML Experiment Rules Set contains a set of XSLT (XML Style Sheets) files 
created by a graphical tool used by e-scientists, like XMLSpy. Those files stores the 
operational rules loaded by intermediaries to be used into specialized functions such as, 
parsing, experiment identification, presenting, and annotation. 

In our illustration example on Figure 2, the Bioinformatics experiment represents a 
basic Web services provider, which keeps services to support genomics sequences 
matching. This service should access data from widespread external databases and return 
XML data results. 

Another component of our architecture is the XML log repository that is composed 
of XML documents files that can register information about in silico experiments. Logs can 
store different sources of parsed information, such as: the programs used, e-scientist 
identification, services invocation parameters and services responses. Those files present 
some advantages when compared to traditional ASCII log files as XML log files can store 
complex and heterogeneous data structures and, at the same time, describe them through 
encapsulated comprehensive metadata. XML log files are structured documents that follow 
many of the processing and parsing requirements of Web applications: they are portable, 
human-readable, very flexible, and can be validated for correctness with DTDs or XML 
Schemas. 
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Fig. 2. Details of the chains of SOAP intermediaries 

The XML log repository data is generated by specialized SOAP intermediaries, 
which record data captured from original SOAP messages. Our implementation provides 
two chains of SOAP intermediaries (InterRequestChain and InterResponseChain), each 
providing a set of different functionalities. 

InterRequestChain is related to capture of parameters, operations of a given Web 
services invocation. It is composed by three intermediaries: InterCapturer, InterTagger, 
InterRecorder. InterCapturer captures a SOAP message and forwards it to the InterTagger 
intermediary. This intermediary inserts into the SOAP header up to three tags which acts as 
unique identifiers of the experiment. InterRecorder intermediary parses and records the 
message. It also creates log files according to configurable log parameters and stores all 
data into the XML Log Request Repository. The parsing process involves the creation of a 
structure composed by the program, the biological database name, the query string and the 
experimental parameters used to invoke the service. 

InterResponseChain is used to deal with service responses. This chain is composed 
up to three intermediaries. InterCapturer, InterAnnotator, InterRecorder. InterCapturer, 
like its homologous in the previous chain, just captures a SOAP response message and 
forwards it to InterAnnotator. 

The annotation of the raw genomic sequences produced by Bioinformatics Web 
services may helps the interpretation required to extract biological meaningful information 
through an in silico experiment. The annotation inserted into the log may comprise analysis 
at the functional and non-functional levels. This intermediary can use annotation rules 
previously defined by the e-scientist on a XSLT file, which will be exclusively applied to 
the body of the SOAP message. The InterRecorder has the same functionality of it 
homologous on InterRequestChain, it responsible for storing all parsed response data into 
the XML Log Response Repository. Details of the XML log contents are provided in 
Section 5.1. 
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Log configuration parameters, an additional component of the BioWSLogA, are 
also loaded by intermediaries, holding data necessary to their operation. These parameters 
are also provided as an XML file and contain data such as XML log filenames, date/time 
format, probing interval (e.g., to call a service every hour), probing frequency (e.g., to do 
probing every day, or to do probing on Mondays), probing authority (e.g., the URL of the 
probing service) and reference date/time which states the date and time used to register 
standard date and time measures.  

It is important to remember that the XML log repository may reside at the basic 
Web services provider or at the composite Web services provider, or even at a third party 
location, while SOAP intermediaries must be located on both services providers as well as 
on the WSLogA probing authority. The later may be used as trusted probing referee, 
providing reliable QoS (Quality of Services) metering and a standard time. In this paper, 
we have focused solely on basic services provider analysis. Therefore, in this particular 
case, the log is located on the composite services provider side. 

4. Log Content Requirements 
Consumers of Bioinformatics Web services may have quality of service as well as 
scientific requirements. These requirements provide the grounds for our XML log contents. 
Web services log content may vary according to the type of SOAP intermediary and 
network protocol. We are solely addressing HTTP-SOAP on top of TCP/IP protocol. 
InterRequestChain generates XML logs from Web services calls, while 
InterResponseChain is responsible for logging responses of a Web service call. However, 
both XML log files have some common tags, such as the ones which describe the log file 
itself, like <LogInfoID>. <LogInfoID> tag is used to identify the file and its contents so 
they can be easily loaded to a relational DBMS. The other sub-elements are: <Producer>, 
<Intermediary>, <Version> and <LogDateTime>. They describe the chain used, 
intermediary information, its version and the date and time of log creation, respectively. 
Each experiment is identified by up to three tags by InterTagger intermediary. The first 
identifier, named <ExpermentID>, is used to identify in silico experiment. The second one, 
named <UserID>, is used to identify the e-scientist which has initiated the experiment. 
Those parameters are obtained from the identification rules previously defined by the e-
scientist on a XSLT file. The last one is a unique self-generated identifier, named <MsgID>. 
It uniquely identifies each SOAP message. 

The XML log file must also have tags that describe captured data, such as: 
messages request date/time, messages request arrival date/time, messages response 
date/time, services execution begin date/time, services execution end date/time, fault codes, 
fault origin, detailed error data, service name, service method name, service instructions 
(e.g., priority and security level), service input parameters, security attribute, priority 
attribute, response message, service response code, service response description. Some of 
these tags are optional, and are recorded only if the header of the SOAP message contains 
specific tags for that purpose. Fault code and fault origin are also optional, but will be 
recorded whenever an error occurs. 

BioWSLogA uses SOAP headers to record optional information, if available; those 
data are stored in the special <WSHeaders> tag. This tag encapsulates SOAP headers 
attributes like: name, value, mustUnderstand and any other tag inserted by the service or 
any intermediary. 
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Detailed error data must come within the optional <WSFault> tag, and are defined 
by the services provider. They may be used to provide detailed information about eventual 
failures due to server errors, service abnormal behavior or network problems. Error data are 
stored on the tags <Actor>, <Code>, <String> and <Detail>. 

The intermediaries also can add annotations about an in silico experiment, the 
annotations are special comments that follow XML annotation rules, and for instance, if an 
annotation rule defines the relation between the elements of a given SOAP Response, a 
<Annotation> tag will be added to register that.  

Services instructions may be used to provide additional information concerning 
services use context and must come within tags like <WSName> and <WSOperation>. These 
tags record Web services name and the operation invoked by the end user. The names of 
Web services parameters and their values are also stored in the XML log file. Finally, the 
<Row> tag is responsible for structuring all data collected from services messages. Each 
<Row> tag is uniquely identified by means of the <MsgID> tag. Its value is created by the 
InterCapturer intermediary and is used to match an intercepted message request with an 
intercepted service response. This feature is important to associate logs rows on relational 
DBMSs. 

5. An Utilization Scenario: Monitoring Blast 
A common experiment in Bioinformatics is searching sequence similarity using sequence 
alignment programs [Reese and Pearson, 2002]. Those programs are used to compare 
genomic and proteomic sequences (whole or just a segment) against biological databases, 
and can be used, for instance, to seek aspects related to the evolutionary history of such 
sequences. Blast [Altschul et al., 1990] is one of such programs, and it is the most popular 
and relevant Bioinformatics programs nowadays. It is worth mentioning that Blast is only 
one among many tools used on Bioinformatics experiments, which means that the whole 
process involves more steps than just evaluating sequences similarities. However, for the 
sake of simplicity we will limit our discussion to this specific program.  

Biologists can modify gap parameters on a Blast search and compare them with the 
correspondent score results. As an illustration, we have made some Blast searches with one 
of the sequences used by Reese and Pearson (2002) on their experiments about empirical 
determination of effective gap penalties for sequence comparison. The original experiment 
was conducted with twenty real sequences from the SWISSPROT protein database 
[UNIPROT, 2005] and thirty others generated artificially. The experiment was repeated 
many times varying gap parameters. As our scope is not to prove the validity of a 
biological experiment, but rather to show how it can be monitored, we have used only one 
sequence and Blasted it against the SWISSPROT database to see that different gap 
parameters can affect the result of a query. Although our example is simple it provides 
evidence on how BioWSLogA can be useful on monitoring and summarizing the results of 
a Bioinformatics experiment from a particular Biological point of view. 

Without logging facilities, such information has to be registered by a specific piece 
of software, particularly designed for this purpose, which is not the scope of a scientific 
analysis system. So, we propose that for this kind of broad monitoring, e-scientists may 
have a Web services logging mechanism, such as BioWSLogA, as basic infrastructure 
concerning their Web services utilization.  
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BioWSLogA is able to register services parameters used on a service call. Besides, 
it includes functionalities to register services responses in a customized way, providing a 
mechanism to obtain summarized statistics related to those input data.  

To exemplify how the Web services log can be customized, in the next Section we 
present a configuration scenario and indicate some possible uses of information gathered 
by BioWSLogA. 

5.1. XML Log Examples and Analysis 
In order to build our scenario, let us consider a simplified SOAP message call to a Blast 
Web service [DDJB, 2005]. The kind of Blast, target database, genomic sequence and Blast 
parameters are passed on <program>, <database>, <query> and <param> tags. 
Parameters not explicitly informed, are substituted by defaults, provided by the Web 
service. An excerpt of BioWSLogA InterRequestChain log entry would register the 
following information:  
<LogInfo> <LogInfoID>1075756470727</LogInfoID> <Producer>BioWSLogA</Producer> 
<Intermediary>InterRequestChain</Intermediary>  <Version>1.0</Version> <LogDateTime>2005-
Feb-02 16:14:10  </LogDateTime> 
 <Row> <MsgID>1075743687336</MsgID>  <MsgDate>2005-Feb-02</MsgDate> 
   <MsgTime>16:50:58</MsgTime>   <WSName>Search</WSName> 
   <WSOperation>searchParam</WSOperation>  
    <WSParameters> 
       <Param>  <Name>program</Name>  <Value>blastp </Value>    </Param> 
       <Param>  <Name>database</Name> <Value>SWISS  </Value>    </Param> 
       <Param>  <Name>query</Name>    <Value>MGPCGALGLGLLLAAVCGA…</Value> 
       </Param>  
       <Param>  <Name>param</Name>    <Value>-G 11 –E 1</Value> </Param>  
    </WSParameters>  
    <WSHeaders>  
        <Header> <Name>ExperimentID</Name>  <Value>20050265</Value> 
                 <MustUnderstand>0</MustUnderstand>   
        </Header> 
        <Header> <Name>UserID</Name>        <Value> Sergio Serra</Value> 
                 <MustUnderstand>0</MustUnderstand>   </Header>   
    </WSHeaders> 
 </Row> <!-- Many Row Tags removed to save space --></LogInfo> </LogFile> 

Blast result is extremely verbose, so we have illustrated only one of the matches 
(hits) and, even though, a fragment of it. However, it contains the response elements we 
need to deal with. We want to count all the hits obtained, for a given set of gap parameters. 
For this, we have applied the flowing rule, as an XSLT stylesheet: 
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" version="1.0"> 
<xsl:template match="BlastOutput">   <xsl:element name="param">      
<xsl:element name="name">    
<xsl:value-of select="sequencesBetterThanLimit"/>  </xsl:element>  
<xsl:element name="value">    
<xsl:value-of select="count(//Hit)"/>       
</xsl:element>    </xsl:element></xsl:template></xsl:stylesheet> 

An excerpt of BioWSLogA InterResponseChain log entry after treatment by the 
InterAnnotator Intermediary shows how the XSLT rule can be used to filter and 
consolidate the services response: 
<LogInfo> <LogInfoID>1075756470727</LogInfoID> <Producer>WSLogA</Producer>   
<Intermediary>InterResponse</Intermediary> <Version>1.0</Version>    
<Date>2005-Feb-02 16:14:10</Date> 
 <Row>  <MsgID>1075743687336</MsgID>  <MsgDate>2005-Feb-02</MsgDate> 
   <MsgTime>16:50:58</MsgTime>   <WSName>Search</WSName>  
   <WSOperation>searchParam</WSOperation> 
    <WSParameters>   
     <Param>  <Name>sequencesBetterThanLimit</Name>  <Value>140</Value> </Param> 
     <Param>  <Name>gapExistence</Name>       <Value>11</Value>         </Param> 
     <Param> <Name>gapExtension</Name>     <Value>1</Value>             </Param> 
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    </WSParameters>  <WSExecTime>0.150</WSExecTime> 
 </Row> <!-- Many Row Tags removed to save space --></LogInfo> </LogFile> 

The proposed set of logs supports different levels of analyses: the <MsgID> tag 
provides a link between log entries generated by InterRequest and InterResponse 
intermediaries. This relationship is useful to analyze, for instance, services, server and 
network errors. The <WSName> and <WSOperation> tags provide information on both 
service and operation being invoked, while the <MsgTime> tag provides information about 
the invocation time. So, it is possible to analyze, for instance, at which time a given service 
was called. Besides, the analytical processing of tags like <WSExecTime> produced from 
InterRequestChain and InterResponseChain and date/time information native of Web 
server log may assist us on providing feedback about and services execution time (time 
taken by a Web service to process its sequence of instructions). 

The <WSParameters> tag can store any number of parameters passed by a service 
request or received by a service response. This element includes a set of elements: 
<Param>, <Name> and <Value> that can store the name of the parameter and its value. So, 
lower level analyses may be carried out, such as, detailed investigations about who has 
invoked the service; in our example, we have logged this information as 
<Name>UserID</Name> and <Value>Sergio Serra</Value>. 

At last, by using the intermediary InterAnnotator and its correspondent rules it is 
possible to summarize and filter the services response. On doing so, we have registered that 
140 hits were obtained for a gapExistence=11 and a gapExtension =1.  On the other hand, 
we have repeated the service call with gapExistence=10 and a gapExtension =1 and 
registered 143 hits, obtaining a broader result.  

With current log standards, those kinds of analyses are not easily obtained and 
sometimes are even impossible, since those standards are not geared towards services 
execution analyses. 

6. Conclusion 
Web services technology provides the keystone to leverage the continuing evolution of 
Web applications. In order to fully explore the new opportunities provided by this 
paradigm, in the context of e-science initiatives, it is important to track services utilization 
to save e-scientists time and effort, avoiding unnecessary tasks to be repeated and enabling 
experiments to be identified and monitored according to the scientists’ perspective.  

In fact, from the e-scientist perspective, BioWSLogA can be coupled to existing 
architectures suited to genomic in silico experiments monitoring based on Web services, 
like SRMW [Cavalcanti et al., 2005], which intends to manage distributed programs and 
experiments data. In this scenario, BioWSLogA can be a tool responsible for logging 
experiments data without the need to alter the already existing infrastructure of SRMW and 
providing, as a result, resources economy. 

It is worth mentioning that in spite of the low cost of in silico processing there are 
other costs associated to an experiment, as for instance, time consumed by the e-scientist 
when executing repetitive tasks, which in many cases are not directly related to his duty. 
Those tasks can involve the analysis of huge amounts of data or looking for the most 
suitable parameters to improve services performance. 
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Another possibility, not explored in this paper, is the use of BioWSLogA to monitor 
Web services utilization from the providers’ perspective. In this circumstance, for instance, 
providers like NCBI could monitor their services utilization and grant feedback to their 
users, with information such as services utilization peak hours and average execution time 
according to the amount of sequences submitted. This kind of feedback may be provided as 
a Web service itself, and can give the e-scientist real data to be used as input to adjust the 
way their services are invoked. For instance, the e-scientist can submit his Blast queries in 
two groups of five instead of a single group of ten sequences, because the average 
execution time will be faster. Today such kind of decision is done mostly in an intuitive or 
heuristic way. 

In this paper, we have discussed the usage of BioWSLogA in a Bioinformatics 
scenario. BioWSLogA is a logging architecture that differs from existing logging methods 
in both the information that is being logged and its format, providing detailed information 
about services utilization. The log data are tailored to support further analytical processing 
as well as administrative monitoring and auditing, thus providing a suitable level of service 
information detail. 

The BioWSLogA framework helps Biologists to take advantage of new 
computational technologies and use this interdisciplinary approach to bring new 
perspectives to their experiments management and analysis. It promotes interoperability 
and better analysis possibilities in e-sciences and other areas where the use of the Web can 
be strategically important as an element of innovation. It can also provide message tracing 
facilities, which are fundamental to security and administrative tasks like measuring QoS, 
identifying scalability bottlenecks and auditing systems. 

The architecture of BioWSLogA was developed to be less intrusive as possible, i.e., 
services source code should not be modified; to consider different data granularity levels, 
supporting analysis based on both composite and basic Web services usage; and to provide 
mechanisms to probe services execution in order to monitor their quality.  

As discussed BioWSLogA addressed the following e-scientists issues: (i) 
registering the experiments parameters in order to avoid redundant work and to find out the 
best parameters set for a given experiment; (ii) registering services request and response 
times in order to monitor its performance; (iii) registering experiments authoring data in 
order to tackle security issues. 

To encourage the contributions of others e-scientists to this project we adopted the 
open source and free software development tools. We also assume the open source 
licensing, where is permitted to anyone (person, group of persons or any field of endeavor) 
to make free modifications of the licensed work and freely distribute both the original and 
the modified work. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of BioWSLogA, we have 
implemented a Java prototype using Tomcat as the Web server and Axis as the SOAP 
engine [Brittain and Darwin, 2003, Apache, 2005]. Tomcat Web server logs were parsed to 
XML format through a Java application. XSLT stylesheets were used as input rules to tailor 
the header and body data to be logged. 
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